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We Removed Something You Posted

We removed this from Facebook because it violates our Community Standards:

And yet another GIHN member seeks to stop the truth from coming to light of how criminal acts in my 

case aid to harm the lives of thousands. Apparently, they don't want the Petition shared. Got this 

message today: LinkedIn XXXX AIHA Fellow has sent you a message. Date: 10/17/2013 Subject: RE: 

Moderator of the AIHA IEQ LinkedIn Group Thursday, October 17, 2013 Hello Scott! I am not sure who is 

the Moderator of AIHA IEQ Group (on LinkedIn). Perhaps xxxx may know. Is it possible that you discuss 

(resolve) your differences with Sharon (Kramer) in person? I had not seen her post so I cannot comment. 

I took the liberty and copied her on your note. Best regards, XXXXXX -------------------- XXXXX Who is the 

moderator for the linkedin AIHA IEQ group? I want to flag a post I think is unacceptable to the group's 

rules. The sharon kramer petition is personal and has nothing to do with the AIHA goals or purpose. 

Please pass this on or send me the info on how to privately challenge to have this removed. Thanx. Scott 

Armour

And yet another GIHN member seeks to stop the truth from coming to light of how criminal acts in 

my case aid to harm the lives of thousands. Apparently, they don't want the Petition shared. Got this 

message today: LinkedIn 

XXXX AIHA Fellow has sent you a message. 

 

Date: 10/17/2013  

 

Subject: RE: Moderator of the AIHA IEQ LinkedIn Group  

 

Thursday, October 17, 2013  

 

Hello Scott!  

 

I am not sure who is the Moderator of AIHA IEQ Group (on LinkedIn).  

Perhaps xxxx may know. Is it possible that you discuss (resolve) your differences with Sharon 

(Kramer) in person? I had not seen her post so I cannot comment.  

 

I took the liberty and copied her on your note.  

 

Best regards,  

XXXXXX  

 

--------------------  

XXXXX 

Who is the moderator for the linkedin AIHA IEQ group? I want to flag a post I think is unacceptable 

to the group's rules.  

The sharon kramer petition is personal and has nothing to do with the AIHA goals or purpose.  

Please pass this on or send me the info on how to privately challenge to have this removed.  

Thanx.  

Scott Armour
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